Locks Automatically When The Door Is Closed Without A Decision From The Driver.

Total Protection Without The Padlock Hassle On Numerous Stops.

Our patented Roll-up door lock simply locks when the door is closed. Designed specifically to eliminate the time and effort needed to deal with a padlock and hasp system, which invites not locking the door at all on a busy delivery schedule.

The unit is permanently installed to the door not to interfere with cargo handling. When the door is closed the interior jaws spring open to close around the carbon steel pins in the base, welded in the floor. Each assembly comes with simple installation instructions.

The lock is easily opened with a key, but almost impossible to destroy the case or pick the ABLOY DISKLOCK®. Each key and lock is individually coded in one unique combination of 360 million, using detainer discs like tumblers in a safe.

* Patented